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yth

resent time

”Being born in the land overlooking that sea which was the cradle of civilization, is a random
casualness. Living one’s own childhood in the presence of fishing boats and stones of a fabulous past
inhabited by Gods and Heroes is an experience that forever affects the imagination, determining in
some way the development of personality. Leaving that native place and train elsewhere is only
the premise of a return that prescinds from the physical place, a return that is realized in the creative
practice with the complicity of memory. Current burning issues give the Mediterranean back a central
role in contemporary society: art should not shirk the debate; its contribution can foster the spirit of
coexistence between cultures.
The eroded woods of Sicilian fishing boats and those of the “Sea tramps” are a worthy material for
a work oscillating between emotion and civic responsibility. The Mediterranean is the heart of my
expressive research. Spirituality, Myth and Present-Time are the themes inspiring it. The iconographic
tradition of popular devotion, the echoes of the ancient Homeric characters, the present migrations of
peoples imposing dialogue among cultures: hence come the Altars of the “Love Pilgrimage”, the “chairsof
Odyssey”, the installations inviting to imagine a “Homo Mediterraneus” of the present who suggests all
peoples the use of a single alphabet to set up a language of peace”.

Spirituality
There is no vertical journey if not oriented to the sky, and then the journey
becomes pilgrimage into one’s own hidden faculties, toward Clarity

Mediterranean Altars: The Pilgrimage of impossible lovers
For the complexity of its structure, this expressive seeking which blends picture, carving and
writing, has been defined by the writer Vincenzo Consolo as “a poetic and material narrative poem”.
The “Pilgrimage…” is a journey in 32 stations, each consisting of an altar made up of wooden planks
and fragments of the boats of Mediterranean fishermen and emigrants. By assembling and treating those
scraps of wrecks, I have created votive structures recalling the shrines of Catholic popular devotion, or the
totems of animist tribes. They quote letters from the ancient Hebrew alphabet and stilemi of the Arabic
culture: a multiplicity aimed at depicting the dialogue between cultures. On the smooth, wooden surfaces,
where multi-coloured layers of fading paints re-emerge, I have painted two recurring icons, each with an
ex-voto function: the leaf of a heart-shaped prickly pear with three burning fruits evoking the Sacred Heart
and representing that special human condition when the subject is pervaded by the Passion of love; and an
eruption on a volcanic “Island of emotions” over which a heart-shaped moon shines symbolically emanating
the “Spirit of Clarity” and which represents the human condition at the stage of the Consciousness of love.
The Pilgrimage suggests a vertical journey inside the self, from Matter to Spirit.

1. The Altar of Patience

Even the leaf of the prickly pear becomes wise and the thorns fall away. “It takes the time it takes”.
Everything comes back to life after the red love mourning.

2. The Altar of Experience

3. The Altar of Construction

I saw the future in the ashes.

Ceiling of air and floor of water. The steps are interior columns.

Once he left the rubble, after the bad weather, he devoted himself to blow warm breath to animate the seed in the hollow of the hand.
He imitated the life effect of that sun which loves nature.

That man wishing to make himself a number is indestructible because numbers express unending evolution.

4. The Altar of the Sirocco

5. The Altar of Tradition

Open to the wind, memory fades, stripping itself of the torment.

“From mouth to ear”…and I see gold in the words of peoples.

I know that among the nomad tribes of African deserts, if a crime is committed in the days of Sirocco, the punishment is halved. But I am speaking
about another wind, which would have the power to shuffle the deck and give the cards in the world.

He cut the tornado before it struck the Island. He shouted ancient and powerful words, he shouted them in his mind and with his hand sabring,
he drew symbols into space, for handed down knowledge.

6. The Altar of the Quest

7. The Altar of Stillness

The things which speak to us, which mark life.

In the small infinity which is inside each of us.

…and I understand men who go off in the immense movement of the waters, on the well-trodden paths on the land, towards temples, cathedrals,
minarets reaching towards the heavens.

Only slow movements gave him relief. In the immobility, he looked for the stillness of an empty glass, that state of grace man must have known in the
Garden of Eden.

8. The Altar of the Lost Song

9. The Altar of Promise

I am attracted to things that begin, I contest their end, and I am infatuated with salt because it preserves, because it stops the biological fall – he was
thinking, disappointed, while stripping and oiling the hinge, unmercifully corroded by salty dampness.

It was the first gesture of words for himself and he already felt the reaction of that promise.

The water of eyes evaporates. Pain does not destroy, it transforms.

Love for me, I said.

10. The Altar of the Speaking Thought

11. The Altar of the Walk

“Going under is the opposite of sinking”.

The acrobat on the vertical tightrope does not fall into doubt.

By instinct, he turned toward the sea and seemed to understand that SINKING is a descent from top to bottom, inside the matter, whereas GOING
UNDER is an uphill experience, in the Spirit.

At the end of the climbing, armed with those thirty-two certainties, anyone on top could have passed his/her own pillars of Hercules.

12. The Altar of the Will

13. The Altar of the Landing

The rose grows where it experiences thirst.

The anchor relieves by itself and the current knows where to bring it.

And in the meanwhile, he prepared himself for that mental state in which the desire calls, the will drives the Work and moves the Forces.

An Island of this kind, seen from above is a black stone creature, from below is a living mountain, from inside is primordial fire, from outside is
ventilated peace, from a distance is already a landing, an Island of this kind.

14. The Altar of Silence

15. The Altar of the Transparency

2. The Altar of Experience

2. The Altar of Experience

The voice within.

I sawthough
the future
the ashes.
He was looking towards the horizon, a line which can be seen
it is notinthere.
An exercise in silence: he was staring at a point between sky and
Oncesea,
he left
the rubble,
after
badthrough
weather,
he devoted
blow
warm breath
to animate
waiting
for a hole
to the
open
which
he couldhimself
spy ontothe
meaning
of existence.
the seed in the hollow of the hand. He imitated the life effect of that sun which loves nature.

It is just dust, the veil obstructing the light.

I saw
in the ashes.
…and he could see that the fight between the fire
andthe
the future
sand dampened
the opacity producing a substance which does not lie.
Once he left the rubble, after the bad weather, he devoted himself to blow warm breath to animate
the seed in the hollow of the hand. He imitated the life effect of that sun which loves nature.

16. The Altar of Illusion

17. The Altar of the One Thing

The prodigy is within, the mind sees with eyes shut.

“Its Strength is perfectly gathered when it must be spread over the Earth”.

The record of those days reported the extravagance of an unknown person who had seen a heart-shaped moon in the night sky and in the same night
had drawn it all over the white walls of the village. But I knew the legend and I knew that vision was just an inner projection of an attained state of Clarity.

The thirty-two Altars had arrived from the sea, each one inside that mysterious, immeasurable, black package, as to show that they were all one body
but designed to be dismembered and dispersed over thirty-two points of the Island-volcano so that the pilgrimage could express its vertical nature.

18. The Altar of the Good Vision
“All opposites can be reconciled”.

19. The Altar of Knowledge

I open my arms to learn, I will open them to give.

The geometric centre is the ideal point for the observation of physical space. The mathematical centre is the ideal point for the observation of inner
space. While reasoning, he was seeing a secret possibility: matter and spirit in agreement.

All secrets are in knowledge – said the Squid Woman just emerged, while giving him the transparent seashell full of her ink – This is my ancestral
liquid. You will drink three sips of it and you will be devoted to the oral tradition; the black liquid remaining is destined to the inspired man who will
rewrite the tradition of that knowledge lost in the flames of Alexandria. Fruitful lessons will thus spread.

20. The Altar of the Eternal Return

21. The Altar of Observation

“Everything ebbs and flows. The rhythm compensates”.

“What is above is thus when it is below”.

Wisdom transpired from the madness of the Salter, who dried the sea to have salt, salt he later gave the sea back, sea which evaporated again under
the sun releasing salt, salt which perpetually came back to the sea.

With the sensitivity of his back he was looking for the pulsations of the volcano while being careful not to confuse them with those of his own heart
beating inside him. He thought that was the very sound of life, in man as well as in cosmos.

22. The Altar of Listening

23. The Altar of Solitary Energy

“When the ears open to the lips of the Master”.

The new lover will be fine matter, the distillation of soul.

He would have swamped the world with questions to comb answers, looking for the glimmer of a word.

He emptied the room which became an alembic where thoughts could evaporate and fall down purified, a laboratory equipped with humility to
separate from impure feelings, a bell jar to let the dust of deception settle and clarify his vision.

24. The Philosopher’s Altar

25. The Altar of Orientation

“Nothing is in stillness, everything moves, everything vibrates”.

And then the Path comes towards us.

In a distant time, the mountain vomited the lapillus which later got cold. Was this already its form, or did the change have an effect even on this stone
in the course of time? – He wondered while rolling it in his hands as if it was still hot, after millions of years.

The confusion was such as to make him believe that when he loved he did not love, that when he stayed he did not wish to stay, and he deluded
himself that there existed an alternative between loving and not loving, between staying and not staying.

26. The Altar of Consistency

27. The Altar of Concentration

What makes itself thin, penetrates thick things.

I become breath. I am at one with the sail. I direct the clouds.

Incomprehension slowly ran away, the certainty about him became foundation.

In closing my eyes, I close off the things of the world and only in this way I can open myself, I can orient myself, I can become the detector of invisible
forces and feel myself crossed by waves of the sky, of the earth and of the sea, by Time which cancels me out and re-inscribes me by indicating the
mathematical centre of the heart in the body of my life.

28. The Altar of the First Invocation
Spirit of Passion, experience consumes you.

29. The Altar of the Second Invocation

Spirit of Reason, light in the path of us pilgrims in the Island of Emotions.

30. The Altar of the Third Invocation

Spirit of Consciousness, serene truth pushing the pain away.

31. The Altar of the Fourth Invocation

Deep Goodness of the Moon, become light, penetrate the world.

Banner of love
by Vincenzo Consolo

32. The Altar of the Last Invocation

Spirit of Clarity, I close my eyes, take me by the hand.
“I enlighten myself with immensity”.

Island is the terminus of every journey, the goal of the greatest routes sailed by civilisation. Island is the yearning and the
arrival, the remission of every uncertainty, and pain; it is the surpassing, the discovery and the beginning of knowledge.
But the island is also the brief stopping point, the waiting, the pause in which the fantasy of the unknown is reborn, the need to
overcome every limit, to find out new dimensions. It is the metaphor for this world of ours: the rock in the vastness of the sea,
the grain of sand in the infinity of space; the maternal womb, the screen, the hedge beyond which can be imagined “unending
spaces and superhuman silences”.
On an island of fire, of ashes and of lava, on the Aeolian Stromboli of primordial and menacing nature, made in the humble yet
valiant measure of man, there landed one day a son of Ulysses fleeing from the urban labyrinth of angst and loss, goaded by an
inner hubbub, suffering the pain of an unheeded call.
The arrival of the artist Luigi Camarilla on the island of Stromboli is a nostos, a return to origins, to island memory, a necessary
regression into the depths of existence and of the soul. In this arena, all anxiety calmed, in the space freed of every sign of
distortion or deception, in the absolute reality of the landscape - “the synthesis of the world was all there: heaven, sea, land and
fire” - in the naked Empedoclean truth, the modern shipwreck began once more to speak new words, to engrave new signs,
to arrange new sentences, to think out an extraordinary tale. The artist constructed a material and poetic epic, a path towards
the highest fire, forged of 32 stations, resting places of contemplation and knowledge. The Pilgrimage of the Impossible Lovers
is a prodigious assent through icons, tabernacles, wooden planks, retablos, banners of noble and radiant materials - corroded
wrecks of boats, flaming prickly pears, pumice stones, volcanic rocks, the blues of cobalt, the reds of pomegranate seeds, the
greens of emeralds. And apparitions of the island of fire floating on the sea like the mythical Simplegades, the nocturnal skies
in which a heart-shaped moon beats.
In the ascent we arrive at the “Altar of the Four Winds” or at the Altar of the “Concentration”: altars or prayers made into objects,
machines of prayers which the wind moves as they move the machines of Tibetan monks.
The path ends with the stations of the “Invocations”, of final desire, of the contemplation of deep nights, of serene skies where
the eternal Moon of the poets spreads her generous grace, her radiant quiet.

The Mediterranean Altars on the
Staircases of Europe

An artistic project inspired by the dialogue between religions and the peaceful coexistence between the
mediterranean peoples. An installation of “Altars” built with the woods of fishermen’s boats and those of
emigrants of Mare Nostrum on the Staircase of European cities, as on a vertical journey from the personal
Passion to the collective Consciousness of a necessary spirit of love.

Myth
Characters of the Odissey

òmeros means “hostage” in ancient Greek. As all the poets of the oral history, Homer
was hostage of memory: remembering meant telling. From that narration made of voice,
pauses and wise rhythm, myths and adventures came to us today, in the form of a poem.
Some characters of the Odyssey are shown here in the form of sculptures. Sculptures
I define “chairs” to evoke that resting position which has helped the oral transmission of history over the
centuries.
Hence, Ulysses come back from the sea, has the body of a helm, as thin as craftiness is slight, and stands
on that bow which will avenge the offence caused to his palace; Penelope appears as a throne/loom in
which the never-finished shroud is basted; the Suitors, arched and daredevil princes, in a line, compose
a bench.
In the vulnerability of his single blinded eye, Cyclops is drawn near a hypothetical female companion
acting as his guide; the Siren has no voice but seduces with her bright body of a fish and offers herself
“lying down”.

Ulysses come back from the sea, has the body of a helm, as thin as craftiness is slight, and stands on that bow which will avenge
the offence caused to his palace...

Penelope appears as a throne/loom in which the never-finished shroud is basted..

The Suitors, arched and daredevil princes, in a line, compose a bench...

In the vulnerability of his single blinded eye, Cyclops is drawn near a hypothetical female companion acting as his guide...

The Siren has no voice but seduces with her bright body of a fish and offers herself “lying down”.

Present time

“Religious tensions, conflicts between nations and problems related to the great migrations of the
peoples characterize the current events of the Mediterranean, which returns to play a central role in the
contemporary world. Peace and tolerance are suffering insults which strike awareness and open a debate
art cannot shirk.”

Homo mediterraneus
The intent of the work is visionary, lyric and, at the same time, social. By using his favourite material,
boat woods worn out by the sea and come back to life for a metaphoric navigation in the future, the
artist represents his vision, oscillating between hope and prophecy told through symbols. A large, circular
salt surface recalls the value of an archetypal wisdom. In the middle, the protagonist: an “ideal man”
personified by an anthropomorphic helm rising up from the salt, drained sea.
Behind him the man is overtopped by vertical, high and arched wooden elements, hyperbolic curves
which symbolize coloured Mediterranean civilizations; in front of him, from the salt basement, the large
table of a new alphabet emerges, arisen from the aesthetic elaboration of characters already present in the
alphabets of the ancient Mediterranean civilizations. A common language to all the peoples inhabiting the
Mare Nostrum, an alphabet which, in the imaginative world of the artist, provides a link of brotherhood
and peace for overcoming the conflicts of civilization.

Towards the circus of this fluorescent civilization
towards this lighthouse of illusions
at night direct their escape
boats full of hopeful men.
They know the trafficker captain
holds Charon’s oar in his hand
they know off the Strait
waves are wandering graves decorated with foam
they know and go away
because staying is not more worthy than dying

Commemorative sculpture for emigrants (project)
The commemorative sculpture was conceived in 2006 to be made using planking and other elements of
the “sea tramps” coming from the North Africa and sequestrated by the maritime authorities following the
disembarkation of the emigrants after having crossed the Strait of Sicily.
Regardless of any ideological perspective, this work hopes for a widespread acknowledgement of the
emigrants’ rights and dignity.
The arched uprightness of the work evokes the wave of the sea, thus of the element inside which those
tragedies occurred which have broken forever the hopes of men, women and children on the run from
the social suffering afflicting their home countries.
The apotropaic eyes, ancient symbols painted on the bows of the boats to protect sailors from the perils of
the sea travel are drawn from the “tramps” and represent a warning indicating how these tragedies occur
for all the world to see. In these eyes there is the indifference of those who, though knowing, pretend
not to see; there is the human involvement of those who, instead, watch with a spirit of solidarity but are
impotent, there is the consternation of the escape fellows who survived, and there is the last look of those
who died in hardship or swept away by the waves of the Strait.

Return to the origins
The installation “Return to the origins” was created in summer 2009 for the Biennale M’Arte (a Tuscan art
biennial). The bare trunk of a big tree, cut by the local authorities for reasons of security, constitutes the
environmental premise of this intervention. As well as men who, at the end of their existential journey,
come back to their countries of origin with the burden of their stories, also the planking of the boats, after
having served man, travelled by sea and ridden over hardship, comes back to nature embracing the tree,
the earth mother.

Luigi Camarilla

Born in Ortygia, Syracuse, in 1959, he has then trained in Milan. After having attended the art school,
a series of work experiences begin, coinciding with his eclectic vocation, an expressive restlessness
alternating creativity addressed to applied arts and devotion to writing. all experiences which, since 1996,
have been merging into a completely absorbing artistic adventure. That year, in order to experience
creativity actually free from any form of influence and dependency, he leaves Milan to retire for three
years in the land and sea of his origins. There, in the south, inside Etna’s lava woods and in front of the
mythological sea of Stromboli, he worked on the artistic project “Mediterranean altars: The pilgrimage of
impossible lovers”, in which painting, sculpture and writing are blended. In 1999, that existential phase of
a long sabbatical experience ends. In the following years, his expressive research becomes more and more
dripping with an anthropological spirit and specifically oriented towards the Mediterranean subject.
His work is quoted in the volume “Arte e cultura del Mediterraneo nel XX Secolo” [Art and culture of
the Mediterranean in the 20th century] edited by Unesco in 2004.

Main exhibitions

2000, “L’isola dentro” [“The Island inside”], collective exhibition, Ex convento del Carmine, Florence - 2000, Solo exhibition
“Alitalia per l’Arte” [“Alitalia for Art”], Malpensa airport, Milan - 2004, Solo exhibition, Museo del Corso, Rome - 2005, Solo
exhibition, Scalinata di S. Maria del Monte, Caltagirone - 2006, Solo exhibition, Galleria Don Luigi Sturzo, Caltagirone
- 2007, “Genio siciliano” [“Sicilian genius”], collective exhibition, Museo Historico Nacional, Rio de Janeiro - 2008, Solo
exhibition Chiesa di S. Giacomo, Roma - 2008, Solo exhibition Accademia della Cultura, Castello Ginori, Querceto (Pisa)
- 2009, Participation in the Biennale M’arte, Montegemoli (Pisa) - 2010, “Mediterraneo: spiritualità, mito, tempo presente”
[“Mediterranean: spirituality, myth, present-time”], Solo exhibition, Palazzo del Sole 24 Ore, Milano - 2011, Participation
in the Biennale M’arte, Montegemoli (Pisa) - 2012, [“Mediterranean sea: spirituality, myth, present-time”], Solo exhibition,
Batimant J. Monnet, Luxembourg, European Commission.

Size of the works
Mediterranean altars (cm)

Carachters of the Odissey (cm)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Ulysses, 180 x 100 x 60
Penelope, 110 x 90 x 60
Suitors, 180 x 160 x 50
Cyclops, 180 x 50 x 50		
Syrens, 160 x 70 x 90

The Altar of Patience, 100 x 156 x 10
The Altar of Experience, 62 x 75 x 24
The Altar of Constructi, 46 x 101 x 19
The Altar of the Sirocco, 75 x 105 x 11
The Altar of Tradition, 104 x 75 x 27
The Altar of the Quest, 92 x 145 x 17
The Altar of Stillness, 80 x 72 x 18
The Altar of the Lost Song, 73 x 95 x 18
The Altar of Promise, 122 x 75 x 9
The Altar of the Speaking Thought, 148 x 87 x 20
The Altar of the Walk, 123 x 90 x 16
The Altar of the Will, 36 x 55 x 15
The Altar of the Landing, 25 x 31 x 9
The Altar of Silence, 73 x 120 x 18
The Altar of the Transparency, 36 x 67 x 15
The Altar of Illusion, 36 x 41 x 13
The Altar of the One Thing, 77 x 80 x 15
The Altar of the Good Vision, 61 x 61 x 10
The Altar of Knowledge, 190 x 60 x 15
The Altar of the Eternal Return, 99 x 85 x 19
The Altar of Observation, 34 x 25 x 12
The Altar of Listening, 32 x 43 x 22
The Altar of Solitary Energy, 65 x 95 x 18
The Philosopher’s Altar, 123 x 117 x 44
The Altar of Orientation, 90 x 38 x 42
The Altar of Consistency, 113 x 90 x 58
The Altar of Concentration, 128 x 144 x 93
The Altar of the First Invocation, 100 x 155 x 10
The Altar of the Second Invocation, 88 x 204 x 6
The Altar of the Third Invocation, 84 x 234 x 8
The Altar of the Fourth Invocation, 240 x 90 x 7
The Altar of the Last Invocation, 213 x 92 x 8

Installations (cm)
Homo mediterraneus, 480 h
Commemorative sculpture for emigrants, 800 h
Return to the origins, 460 h

www.luigicamarilla.it

When the wind opens the sails of my house I lose myself to the song of a call and I lie down in front of the sea with my
legs outstretched. Like a wooden idol I open my arms like antennae and I let them fall down with my hands opened
towards the sky. Closing my eyes, I close with the things of the world and just in this way I open, I orientate myself,
I become a detector of invisible powers and I feel crossed by the waves of sky, earth and sea, by the time that deletes me
and writes me again showing me the mathematical centre of heart in the body of my life.

